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The present invention is concerned with the
joining of rails of different dimensions and
Weights in laying railway tracks, and the inven
tion more particularly relates to new and useful
in a transition rail section for
5 improvements
joining track rails of different gauges, dimen
Sions or weights.
An object of the present invention is to provide
a transition rail section which is adapted to be
0 interposed between the ends of adjoining rails
of different cross sections for effecting a Sub
Stantially smooth junction between the rails and
which is so shaped and constructed that it can
be employed as a “right' or “left' section with
Out change therein.
A further object of the invention is to provide
a transition rail Section of the above type, Which
is symmetrically spaced about its central vertical
plane so that it can be employed as a “right'
20 or "left' section in joining rails of different

Sions, weights or gauges. For convenience, each

device is termed a transition rail. Such a transi

tion rail is particularly adapted for use in laying

dimensions.
A still further object of the invention is to
provide a transition rail section of the above

mine tracks, but it is obvious that the rail can

be used in various other instances, as for in
stance, in joining smaller track rails of a branch
line or siding to a main track line. The transi
tion rail may be made in varying sizes, depending
on the size of the track rails to be joined. How

ever, the construction of the transition rail is 10
Such that it can be used on either track rail

Without special right and left construction. Thus,
the transition rail can be used as a “right' or
“left' section without any change in the con
15
Striction thereof.
Referring more in detail to the accompanying
drawing, the transition rail section ) is shaped

so that one end thereof is of substantially the

same cross section as that of the larger track

rail R and so that the opposite end thereof is 20
of Substantially the same cross Section as that

of the Smaller track rail r. Thus, the two track
rails, R., r, which are of different sizes, as for
instance, 60 and 40 pounds, respectively, may
type wherein the tread or ball of the rail Section be joined by the interposed transition rail Section 25
is shaped so that the larger end thereof Substan
in the manner illustrated.
-

2

tially coincides with the ball of the larger rail
The transition rail is symmetrically shaped on
and the smaller end thereof substantially coin both sides of a vertical plane passing centrally .
cides with the ball of the Smaller rail.

and longitudinally therethrough. The tread sur
face of the ball of the transition rail is straight 30
and horizontal from end to end while the sides
wherein standard fish plates, angle bars and the are gradually tapered from the larger end a
like can be used for connecting the transition to the smaller end b. The under faces of the
rail section to the track rails, thus eliminating ball of the rail are shaped so that the cross sec
the use of special equipment.
of the larger and Smaller ends thereOf Will
A still further object of the invention is to tions
exactly
with the cross sections of the
provide a transition rail section of the above balls of coincide
the larger and Smaller track rails R, r,
type, wherein the vertical web of the rail section which are
to be joined. The web 2 of the rail
is reduced in height intermediate the ends there
is
tapered
and shaped so that larger end 2 a.
of and wherein the base flanges of this portion will coincide with the Web of the larger rail R. 40

A still further object of the invention is to
provide a transition rail section of the above type,

si)

of the rail Section are shaped and constiucted

so as to strengthen the entire rail section, thus

and so that the Smaller end 2b Will coincide With

compensating for the reduction in size of the web.

the Web of the Smaller rail r.

The above and other objects of the invention

will in part be obvious and will be hereinafter
more fully pointed Out.
In the accompanying drawing,
Figure 1 is a perspective view showing the
transition rail section secured in position between

The base flanges 3, of the transition rail
0 are shaped so that they will coincide With the
flanges on the track rails to be joined. Since
the Web of the Smaller track rail r is of lesser

tWO track rails of different dimensions.

Figure 2 is a top plan view of the transition rail

55
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height than that of the Web on the larger rail
R, the end 2b of the web 2 on the transition
rail is of a height less than that of the end 2d
So that the track rails will fit against the ends of

transition rail. Thus, the base flanges 3,
positioned between two rails of different dimen the
4 are provided with flange portions 3a, 3b
sions.
and 4a, 4b, respectively, which are offset ver
Figure 3 is a side view of Figure 2.
tically With respect to one another. The flange
Figure 4 is a vertical end section through the portions
3a, 4a extend along the bottom of the
transition rail at the larger end.
web portion 2a and the flange portions 3b,
Figure 5 is a similar vertical end section 4b extend along the bottom of the web portion
through the Smaller end.
2b. At the junction between the flange por
The invention is concerned With the provision tions
3b and 4a, 4b, the portions 3b,
of a device for affording a substantially smooth 4b are3a,arched,
as at 3c, fisc, downwardly and

junction between track rails of different dimen
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join or merge into the portions 3a, 4a, respec
tively, along inclined lines 3d, 4d, which are
illustrated as diverging from the web 2 out
wardly in the direction of the Small end of the
transition rail. The angle of curvature of each
of the arched portions 3c, 4c is greater at the

outside edges of the base flanges so that this

O

ordinarily weak portion of the transition rail is
greatly strengthened. This portion of the rail is
not generally supported by a cross-tie So that the

25 is provided with metal lugs 26, 26a at the ends
thereof. The lug 28 is welded Or otherwise Se
cured to the flange of the rail r and the lug 26

is suitably secured, as by Welding, to the flange
portion 3c of the transition rail section.
From the foregoing description, it Will be ap
preciated that the present invention provides an
improved transition rail section which can be
conveniently utilized for joining the ends of track
rails of different dimensions, weights, or gauges.
The transition rail Section is one which is sym
metrically shaped. So that it may be used as a
“right' or a “left' section, thus obviating the
necessity of providing special right and left con
structions. The cross-section of the larger end

arching of this offset portion along angular lines
serves to distribute the stresses, thus strengthen
ing the rail section at this vital point so as to
guard against breakage or deformation.
In laying the track rails, the grade ballast is
built up under the Smaller rail r, as shown par of the transition rail coincides with the cross
ticularly in Figure 3. Wooden ties T are prefer Section of the larger track rail and likewise, the
ably placed at such joints that each end of the croSS-Section of the Smaller end of the transition

2

5

O

5

transition rail and the adjacent ends of the track rail coincides with the cross-section of the smaller
rails will rest thereon. The track rails R, a
are placed so that the center axes thereof are track rail. This construction is afforded by the 20

in Substantial alignment, thus permitting the symmetrical shaping of the transition rail in such
a manner that the transition rail may be used
Synnmetrically tapered transition rail to be placed On
either the right. Or the left track rail. The
on the ties between the ends of the track rails

shaping of the ends of the transition rail are sub

With the Smaller end of the transition rail coin
identical with the ends of the track 25
ciding with and abutting the end of the rail r, stantially
rails
to
be
joined. Thus, the ball of the rail is
and with the larger end of the transition rail
coinciding With and abutting the end of the tapered from the larger end toward the Smallel
end and the web is likewise tapered. The height
rail R.
of
web is reduced intermediate the ends there
It is true that the gauge of the track is thrown of the
So that the Web portions at the ends of the 30
out sightly but the construction and shaping transition
identically fit the correspond
of the transition rail is such that the gauge will ing WebS ofrailthewilltrack
to be joined. Simi
only be thrown out about /8 inch between 60 and larly, the base flanges rails
are
shaped
as to co
40 pound rails. Even between 60 and 20 pound incide With the base flanges on thesotrack
rails.
rails, the gauge will only be thrown out about 3% Thus, standard fish plates or angle bars may
be
inch. In tracks of this type, this slight varia employed for securing the transition rail to the
tion is unimportant and, in fact, the originally track rails to be joined. . It is to be further noted
laid track will probably vary to this extent. Fur
the region at which the Web is reduced in
thermore, the width of the vehicle wheels is suf that
40 ficient so that no derailing will occur. In fact, height is materially strengthened by the con
the tread on nine car Wheels is in the neighbor Struction of the base flanges in this region. Thus, 40
hood of 4 inches.

this ordinarily weak portion of the transition

rail is greatly strengthened by the construction
In Securing the transition rail to the ends of of
the base flanges thereof.
the rails R, r which are to be joined, standard
While
one form of the invention has been
equipment can be used. Thus, the Smaller end
of the transition rail can be secured to the shown for purposes of illustration, it is to be
Smaller track rail r by Standard fish plates 5, clearly understood that minor changes in the
6. The web portion 2b of the transition rail is details of construction and arrangement of parts
provided with openings which are disposed in may be made without departing from the scope
alignment with similar openings in the fish plates of the invention as set forth in the appended
50
SO that these fish plates can be secured together claims.
I claim:
by bolts 8 or the like. The Smaller rail r is
1. A transition rail for joining the ends of
Similarly Secured to the fish plates. The larger
Web portions 2d of the transition rail is secured track rails of different dimensions where the ve
5 5 to the largel rail R by standard angular bars hicle wheel tread is of a width sufficient to nego
f3, 20. The web portion 2a is provided with tiate a slightly varying track gauge, comprising
openings 2 which are disposed in alignment with a rail section having the cross section of the
similar openings in the angular bars 29, 20. Bolts larger end thereof substantially identical with
22 or the like are passed through these open the cross section of the larger track rail and hav
3) ings for securing the angular bars to the Web ing the cross section of the Smaller end thereof
portion 2. The larger rail R is similarly se Substantially identical with the cross section of
cured to the Web portions of the angular bars the Smaller track rail and adapted to be placed
between the ends of the track rails with the
9, 20.
In the use of electrically operated rolling stock, larger end thereof disposed adjacent the end of
G. it is, of course, necessary to provide an electric the larger track rail and with the Smaller end
bond between each break in the rails. Thus, as thereof disposed adjacent the end of the Smaller 65
shown in Figure 1, the larger rail R is electri track rail, and said rail section being shaped sym
cally connected to the larger end of the transi metrically about a vertical plane passing cen
and longitudinally therethrough and later
tion lail ScCtion by means of a Wire 23 having trally
U metal lugs 24, 24d. at the ends thereof. The lug ally tapering gradually from the larger end to
24 is welded to the flange of the rail R and the the Smaller end to permit identical rail sections 70
be used on both track rails whereby to effect
lug 34ct is welded to the fange portion 3a of the to
gradual and relatively small change in the
transition rail Section. A similar bonding is ef atrack
gauge throughout the rail sections on both
fected between the Smaller rail r and the smaller

rails Without any abrupt transition point.
; end of the transition rail section, Thus, a wire track
2. A transition rail for joining the ends of
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track rails of different dimensions where the ve

hicle wheel tread is of a width sufficient to nego
tiate a slightly varying track gauge, comprising
a rail section including a web and base flanges
having the cross section of the larger end there

of substantially identical with the cross section
of the larger track rail and having the croSS Sec

tion of the Smaller end thereof Substantially

O

5

3

placed between the ends of the track rails with
the larger end thereof disposed adjacent the end
of the larger track rail and with the smaller end
thereof disposed adjacent the end of the smaller
track rail, said rail section being shaped symme
trically about a vertical plane passing centrally
and longitudinally therethrough and laterally
tapering gradually from one end to the other to

identical with the cross section of the smaller permit identical rail sections to be used on both
track rail and adapted to be placed between the track rails whereby to effect a gradual and rela
ends of the track rails with the larger end there tively small change in the track gauge through
of disposed adjacent the end of the larger track out the rail sections on both track rails without
rail and with the Smaller end thereof disposed any abrupt transition point, said rail Section in
adjacent the end of the smaller track rail, said cluding a web which is offset at the bottom and
rail section being shaped symmetrically about a intermediate the ends thereof and base flanges
vertical plane passing centrally and longitudi similarly offset and providing an intermediate
nally therethrough and laterally tapering grad region of vertical transition whereby to permit
ually from One end to the other to permit iden the use of standard fish plates and angle bars

10

5

for securing the rail sections at the ends of the
20
track rails to be joined.
5. A transition rail for joining the ends of
change in the track gauge throughout the rail
sections on both track rails without any abrupt track rails of different dimensions where the We
wheel tread is of a width sufficient to negoti
transition point, the web of the said rail section hicle
at the bottom thereof being relatively abruptly ate a track gauge which may vary slightly With 25
25 reduced in height intermediate the ends thereof out impairing safety requirements, comprising a
to provide a region of vertical transition from rail section adapted to be assembled between the
the Smaller to the larger ends of the said Web ends of the track rails and having the cross sec
and the base flanges of said rail section being tion of the larger end of the tread portion dis
arched in the region of transition and merging posed adjacent and substantially identical with 30
30 into one another along lines inclined with respect the cross section of the tread portion of the larger
track rail and having the croSS Section of the
to the longitudinal axis of the rail Section.
3. A transition rail for joining the ends of track Smaller end of the tread portion disposed adja
rails of different dimensions where the vehicle cent and substantially identical with the cross
wheel tread is of a width sufficient to negotiate section of the tread portion of the smaller track 35
35 a slightly varying track gauge, comprising a rail rail, and said rail section being shaped symme
section including a ball portion, a Web, and base trically about a vertical plane passing centrally
tical rail sections to be used on both track rails

20 Whereby to effect a gradual and relatively Small

flanges; said rail section having the cross Section and longitudinally therethrough and laterally
of the larger end thereof substantially identical tapering gradually from the larger end to the

smaller end thereof to permit identical rail Sec
tions to be used on both track rails whereby 40
40
of substantially identical with the cross section any change in the track gauge throughout the
of the smaller track rail and adapted to be placed rail sections on both track rails is gradual and
between the ends of the track rails with the larg relatively small without any abrupt transition
er end thereof disposed adjacent the end of the point.
6. A transition rail for joining the ends of 45
45 larger track rail and with the smaller end there
With the cross section of the larger track rail and

having the cross section of the Smaller end there

50
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of disposed adjacent the end of the smaller track
rail, said rail section being shaped symmetrically
about a vertical plane passing centrally and lon
gitudinally therethrough and having the ball
portion, the web and base flanges tapering later
ally from the larger end thereof to the Smaller
end to permit identical rail sections to be used

track rails of different dimensions where the ve
hicle wheel tread is of a width sufficient to

without any abrupt transition point, and the Web

tical with the Cross Section of the tread portion
of the larger track rail and having the cross sec

negotiate a track gauge which may vary slightly
Without impairing Safety requirements, com
prising means providing a rail section having
a tread portion adapted to be assembled between
the ends of the track rails; said tread portion,

on both track rails whereby to effect a gradual When assembled between the ends of the track
and relatively small change in the track gauge rails, having the CrOSS Section of the larger end
throughout the rail sections on both track rails thereof disposed adjacent and Substantially iden
of said rail section being relatively abruptly re
duced in height intermediate the ends and at
the bottom thereof for providing a region of Ver
tical transition from the larger to the Smaller
ends of the said web and said base flanges being

50
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tion of the smaller end thereof disposed adja

cent and substantially identical with the cross
Section of the tread portion of the Smaller track 60
rail; and said rail Section being secured to the

shaped in the region of transition for strength webs of the track rails when in assembled posi

tion between the ends of the track rails, and hav
ening the rail section at this point.
4. A transition rail for joining the ends of ing at least the tread portion thereof shaped
symmetrically about a vertical plane passing cen
65 track rails of different dimensions where the trally and longitudinally therethrough and later
vehicle wheel tread is of a width sufficient to ally tapering gradually from the larger end to the
negotiate a slightly varying track gauge, con
Smaller end thereof to permit identical rail sec
prising a rail section having the cross Section of tions
to be used on both track rails whereby any
the larger end thereof substantially identical

65

change in the track gauge throughout the rail 70
Sections
on both track rails is gradual and rela
having the cross section of the smaller end
any abrupt transition point.
thereof substantially identical with the cross Sec tively small withoutCHARLES
R. BOURLAND.
tion of the Smaller track rail and adapted to be

70 with the cross section of the larger track rail and

